The main problem of students is that they themselves create
problems
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For example, you have a campaign from six people.Each offers its own option.Then you evaluate all
the proposed options on a five-point scale, excluding your option (5 points - for the best option, 1
point - for the worst).
Thus, you can avoid disputes and disagreements.Yes, of course, will be dissatisfied with the final
option.However, it is unlikely that this person will quarrel with all the others with his
friends.Therefore, most likely, he will join his friends.
1. What will affiliate parents?
Next one of the problems of students.Did you do something bad and are now afraid of the reaction
of your parents?How to be what to do?Let's, for starters, think that it can make such a student to do
not like it to parents?
The most, probably, a common answer to this question will be the answer - your impossibility.And
not just impossibility, but chronic "challenge".This "challenge" threatens already contributing from
the university.Your group's curator threatens to call your parents to make measures.And you know
that your mom and dad are rigid enough, so if they find out about your training problems, it will not
seem to you little!
In this situation, we offer you the following action plan.First of all, ask your curator to hate with calls
to parents.Tell him so that he gave you 2 weeks to correct the situation for the better.
We think the curator is also a person who also as you studied at the university, and therefore he
must understand you and go to meet you.Then, in the reserved 2 weeks try to mobilize all your
strength, ask for help from your friends, if necessary, and concentrate on learning.The most
important thing for you is to remove the "tails".Therefore, try 10 days to do anything else, but
preparing for the relocation of examinations and credits.
Clubs, social networks, calls, conversations are all then.Now the most important thing for you is not
to fly out of the university.Your parents will certainly not like this outcome.For 10 days you can safely
prepare for the 2nd exams.If you close at least 2 exam for 2 weeks, you can assume that you have
delayed the call to your parents.But remember that only delayed, and not canceled.Therefore, ask
the curator some more time to deal with other debts.
Your curator will understand that you took up the mind, and most likely, you will no longer do that,

so, of course, he will not call your parents.Remember how much there would be no debt on study,
the most important thing is to close at least one debt, and then everything will go like in oil.
Just do not sit back, waiting for deductions.All problems are solved.From how much you make
efforts to solve the problem, your further training in the university depends.
2. Where to find a loved one?
Someone comes to the university to learn, and someone chooses his narrowed there.Only now
study is not too suitable for this.However, due to the fact that the student spends a lot of time in the
University's building, he is there it tries to find his soul mate.
Only where to look for it?How to look for?
Of course, if a person set itself such a goal, he will first look for his soul mate first.This is
understandable, because classmates you know better than anyone at the university.And,
one-lineups are generally like relatives :) But it takes time, and you understand that among them
there is no man suitable for you.In the future, you are still developing at the university, you will find
out more and more people.
Your circle of communication becomes much wider than it was at the beginning of your
learning.Thus, you are unilous to expand your borders to search for your loved one.Every lovely love
young man or a girl, communicating with the opposite sex, so that he did not say, the willy-noilists
"trying on" to the interlocutor and looks, whether he likes me, and is it possible to have a relationship
with him.
It is best to search for your second half approach so-called mugs in interest.In any university there
are always several different sections, each of which is engaged in some kind of their own business.If
you want your future half to share your glances, do it in the section in which you want to do.And
there, believe us, very soon, you will find a person with whom you will be interested in
communicating and with which you will be simply "good."You will not notice how simply
communication will turn into something more than just friendship.
The most important thing is not to dwell on the search for your second half, and then everything will
be in this plan in this plan.This approach was used by one young man in the first movie "American
Pie".If you do not remember such a situation, then review this film again.
3. How to make it not noticeable?
Here we mean cribs.What did you think?:) Cribs, as well as abstracts are an integral part of the
student's image.Each student, even an invented excellent student, at least once in his life wrote a
crib.It was wrote, and did not use.Therefore, we will not tell you about how you can imperceptibly
write off on the exam.We will be better talking about how the crib helps the student is better to pass
the exam.

But wait if we say that the student should not use the crib, whereas, sorry, can she help him?Is it not
empty then time spending - writing the crib?We answer: no, not empty.The thing is that when you
write the crib and the material is better absorbed.After all, in order to place on a small sheet of
paper, the answer to the examination question, you must select the most important thing in advance
... in my head, and only then write it all on the leaflet.
Thus, you better remember the material, becauseYou will be involved visual and engine memory
(hands will remember what you wrote in the crib).And the success of any memorization is that your
brain makes the same information through different channels.Thereby more chances that on the
exam you remember the difficult moments of your question and share the exam for excellent rating.
4. I want the same clothes!
This student problem is more characteristic of the fair sex representatives.Although now we would
even argue with it, well, oh well.Always when you see a chic outfit among another girl, you want you
to have the same thing, becauseShe would have looked much better on you.It would be generally
wonderful if your rival stopped wearing this thing, and you would, on the contrary, bought the same,
or a little bit modified and we would be concerned before all university.Guys would have spinning
around you :)
However, as it usually happens, your dreams will not work.What!?Will not implement?How so?Duck
you still want them to come true?Then read more carefully.So you come to your opponent, tell her,
as the Terminator said: "I need your clothes."If she does not give it to you, then you are so so, so
pick it up with strength.
What does not like this action plan?I would still like it, because it was a joke!:) In fact, to be the most,
you do not need to "clean" our competitors forcibly.You need to join them into a virtual competition.If
you win it, then all the laurels are yours.But how to win in it?
Everything is simple: you look closely to the clothes of other girls, appreciate it and pretend to which
of things you think will be better to sit on you, and not on another girl. Then go to the store, and buy
something similar. If you buy exactly the same clothes as your rival, you are unlikely to surprise
someone and attract. Your task is to find such a style, such a color that would be slightly different
from the "sample" taken. It was distinguished in such a way that at first glance it would be difficult to
guess that you looked around the thing from another person at the university.
If, everything that was written above, you will do, you 100% attract the delightful views of others
around, becauseYour competitive advantage will be what the outfit you, which you buy, will look
several times better than on your "rival".This is what a simple way to solve this problem exists.Use
on health!:)
5. No one understands me!

If you are a student who is passionate about some not too popular affair, then this situation is very
likely that you will not be understood."That he does it there, here's an eccentric" - about such
replicas will be given your classmates for your back.Although they are unlikely to tell you about it
openly in the face, you still will probably know what they laugh at you.
What to do in this situation?
Refuse your favorite classes or continue to do it, no matter what misunderstandings from your
friends?A difficult question, but still, if you are really sure that what you do is useful, and perhaps
ambitious, then continue to "bend your line", no matter what.Over time, your classmates will be
accustomed to such a thing, and will take you as you are.
By the way, if you succeed in your business, and fame will come to you, then you will immediately
see how people are changeable people.Everyone will immediately begin to "be friends", even those
who have rushed over you.Therefore, speaking in simple, "hammer the bolt" on all angry, and
continue to engage in your favorite business.
All at first it was hard.Even now, the well-known Mark Zuckerberg at the beginning of Facebook
becoming certain difficulties.However, now you probably know how things are going.With a family
with excessive billions of dollars something :) Make your job, and if you really are committed to him,
then waiting for you and glory, and honor, and success!Do not turn off the way!

